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1. What are bonus shares?

Sometimes, companies opt to give out bonus shares instead of declaring dividends. Bonus shares are free 
additional shares given to the existing shareholders in proportion of their current holding. A number of companies 
listed on Uganda’s Securities Exchange have over the years issued bonus shares to their shareholders.

As a company makes profits, its retained earnings increase building up substantial surpluses over the years. As 
such, the company is in position if it so wishes to distribute some of these accumulated profits as free shares to the 
current shareholders. The issue of bonus shares is merely a reclassification of the reserves causing an increase in 
the issued share capital of a company and a proportionate decrease in retained earnings but keeping the net worth 
of the company intact.

In this publication, we discuss the income tax consequences when bonus shares are issued by a company    

2. Pre 1st July 2013 

The question whether the bonus issue of shares to shareholders amounted to a distribution of dividends under 
section 2(w) of the Income Tax Act (“ITA”) and therefore subject to withholding tax ( “WHT”) was a contested one 
until 11th November 2011 when the High Court of Uganda pronounced itself on the matter. Prior to the High Court 
determination, the Uganda Revenue Authority (“URA”) took the position that the issue of bonus shares to 
shareholders was a distribution of dividends subject to WHT under the ITA.  

In the case of Standard Chartered Bank (U) Limited and 6 others versus the URA, Justice Geoffrey Kiryabwire held 
that the issue of bonus shares was not a distribution of dividends. The genesis of this legal duel was that on 20th 
December 2010, the Uganda Bankers Association (“UBA”) wrote to the URA seeking for a private ruling on the tax 
treatment of the bonus issue of shares. It was UBA’s position that by issuing bonus shares, the banks did not give 
away any of their assets to their shareholders. As such, the banks argued that the issue of bonus shares was not a 
distribution of profits to qualify as dividends under the ITA. 

In its response, the URA contended that the issue of bonus shares was a distribution of dividends from reserves. 
URA premised its view point on the argument that the bonus shares issued are assets with an ascertained value in 
the company’s books giving the shareholder the right to an enduring entitlement to dividends. It is against this 
background that the foregoing suit was instituted. The key issue was whether bonus shares were dividends and 
therefore subject to WHT.

The High Court found that the ITA was silent on whether bonus shares were dividends. As such, the issue of bonus 
shares did not amount to a distribution of profits to shareholders. Consequently, there was no applicable WHT as 
was demanded by the URA.

3. Post 1st July 2013

Intent on clearly placing the issue of bonus shares within the taxable bracket, the government introduced the 
Income Tax (Amendment) Bill of 2013 (“Bill”) for deliberation by Parliament.  

The initial text of the Bill extended the definition of a dividend to include the issuance of bonus shares to 
shareholders. The implication of this was that issued bonus shares would be taxable as dividends and thus subject 
to WHT. The Report of the Parliamentary Committee on Finance, Planning and Economic Development on the Bill 
stated the following on the proposed amendment to include the issuance of bonus shares as dividends:

Clause 2 extends the definition of dividends to include the issue of bonus shares. Bonus shares issued to a 
shareholder will fall within the realm of dividends and thus be taxable.

However, when the Bill was presented before Parliament on 18th September 2013 for the final reading, the 
discussion amongst Members of Parliament was whether there was policy justification to subject the issue of bonus 
shares to WHT. The majority view was that taxing the issue of bonus shares would discourage capital creation via 
the option of capitalizing profits. The minority view was that the issuance of bonus shares was some form of tax 
avoidance scheme by companies that needed to be sealed with the proposed WHT imposition. 

The recommendation of Parliament that went on to form the final text of the law was that the issue of bonus shares 
would only be taxable upon disposal. The definition of dividends in section 2 (w) (vi) of the ITA was thus expanded 
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in 2013 to include the issuance of bonus shares to shareholders. However, the same section further guided that the 
issue of bonus shares would only be taxable upon disposal. 

4. Contradictions

The amendment of the law notwithstanding, there are practical challenges regarding how taxpayers can comply 
with the arising tax obligations. The obligation to withhold tax would lie on the party that declares and pays out the 
dividends. At the time the bonus shares are being disposed which is the point at which the obligation to withhold 
tax would arise, the issuer of the bonus shares nolonger has any control over those shares because the same were 
ceded to the shareholder at the time of allotment of the bonus shares. It is therefore unclear who would withhold 
the tax for the dividend pay-out that the law deems to arise at the time the bonus shares are being disposed.

It is therefore prudent to deduce that the URA is only likely to collect capital gains tax of which the obligation to 
account would lie on the selling shareholder.
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benefits to their home country schemes when 
expatriates are emigrating from Uganda is 
currently not possible though there are efforts 
amongst East African Community countries to 
effect this. It would also be fair given that 
secondments are usually short term that 
expatriates unlock their entire contribution to the 

Fund at emigration regardless of the number of 
years they have contributed to the NSSF. At the 
moment, expatriates can only claim 5% benefit 
representing their own contribution to the Fund 
unless they have been members to the Fund for 4 or 
more years in which case they would also be 
entitled to the employers 10% contribution.   

Cristal Advocates accepts no responsibility for any loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining 
from acting as a result of material contained in this publication. Further advice should be taken before 
relying on the contents of this publication.

Managing Social Security Compliance for Expatriates in Uganda
The Oil and Gas Sector Issues 
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Dickens leads the  oil and gas practice at the firm. Though his core practice is in 
oil and gas, he also has experience in local and international arbitration, mergers 
and acquisitions, private equity, energy, project development and finance, 
infrastructure, construction and real estate law.  

Prior to joining Cristal Advocates, Dickens worked as the Company Secretary 
of the Uganda Refinery Holding Company Limited (URHC), a company that 
represents government’s interests in the refinery project as well as managing the 
petro based industrial park. 

Dickens also served as the Company Secretary of the Uganda National Oil 
Company (UNOC), a company that represents the government’s commercial 
interests in Uganda’s oil and gas sector from its inception until September 2016.

Dickens was also instrumental in UNOC’s formation and its initial period of 
operation where he also served as its Head of Contracts, Negotiations and 
Advisory until May 2018.  

Prior to joining UNOC, Dickens was Legal Counsel at the Petroleum Directorate 
of the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development (MEMD) for a period of 5 
years where he was tasked with the evaluation of oil and gas and infrastructure 
transactions, negotiation of Production Sharing Contracts, Memorandas 
of Understanding (MOU’s), host government agreements and joint venture 
agreements. He was also part of the team that put together the upstream and 
midstream petroleum laws and the associated regulations.   

Education
Master of Laws - Petroleum Law and Policy - Merit - University of Dundee, 
UK
Post Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice - Law Development Center, 
Uganda
Bachelor of Laws Degree - Makerere University,  Uganda 
Certified Project Control Specialist Training (EPC) – IFP France

Professional bodies
Association of International Petroleum Negotiators - AIPN
East Africa Law Society
Uganda Law Society

Experience statement
Dickens’ professional experience includes executive level management, strategic 
program management, complex financial structuring experience, training/
employee development, resource and budget forecasting, organizational 
development and employee relations. Particularly in the oil and gas sector, he 
has been instrumental and accomplished the following below.
»  Facilitating at several oil & gas workshops and conferences
»  Participated in developing Uganda National Oil Company’s strategic plan 
 while a company secretary of Uganda National Oil Company and its 
 subsidiaries
»  Participated in the negotiations for the backing-in of the Uganda National 
 Company Ltd into the existing Joint Operating Agreement between  
 Total E&P, CNOOC and Tullow Oil
»  Led the Uganda National Oil Company (UNOC) team that negotiated the 
 Tanzanian Host Government Agreement for the East African Crude Oil 
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